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Abstract 
Culture, as a sign of identity, becomes a contentious issue now more alive when creating a strategy more strongly integrated 
cultures. Cultural identities have become, contrary to these trends integrative elements beyond stereotype, structures considered 
"standard", saying the multiplicity of cultural phenomenon, where the plurality of forms and cultures does not threaten anything 
universality. Recognition of cultural diversity as a phenomenon, but also as a process, involving value, historical essential 
condition of survival. Cultural entities, in all their the inner diversity demonstrates that universal as the key concept of the 
contemporary world cannot be understood outside the cultural analysis that structures, identity.  Evaluation and enhancement of a 
specific ethno-geographic zones and areas, in our case that presented the works they submit to analysis, demonstrates once again 
that involves macro-history "local history" means universal and the particular cultural level, not as simple mathematical sum, but 
primarily as a historical value. 
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Each people has a historical evolution in time, and this triggers an implicit cultural transformation, therefore 
symbols cannot be blocked at the incipient level of fantastic systematizations, of analysis which falls within the 
specific stages of mythical logics. This analytical approach and recognition of the necessity of overcoming the 
methodological impasse is mandatory on account of the new changes and new historical forms which require a 
change of approach in the matter of symbolism, of its identity in the general – symbolic concept. This is where one 
finds cultural detachment, individuality, without considering ourselves a mystic people, under the aspect of the 
symbolic universe subordinated to the inciting metaphysical questions, lacking depth, just because under the aspect 
of the symbolic universe and through the archaic spectrum our identity expresses existential experience: good or 
bad, active or passive, resigned or dominated by hiatus – all coexisting in a European context which presupposes 
multiple forms of cultural transfer, loan and interference. All these elements are engraved on a historical reality in 
which ethnicities have known a centuries-long tradition of right denial by an amputated conscience and collective 
memory which only exist in the depth of the cultural archetype. This archetype exists in various hypostases but its 
singularity can also be accounted for: “the juridical and organizational pattern of the Roman heritage, the moral 
marker of Christianity and the spiritual – scientific patrimony of the Greeks” (Valery, 1996, p.240). 
Cultural syncretism presupposes the conservation of cultural identity which can be found in symbols ensuring 
peoples’ vitality, the more so as “European nations are rooted in history and spirits” (Diverger, 1991, p. 97). The 
spirit of specificity confers their identity, and syncretism cannot and must not transform these nations in uniform, 
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indistinctive cultures. Their very natural, ontological and value-based essence is different, being imposed by a 
dominated by confrontations which involved totally different communities under the linguistic, 
images with an apocalyptic and equally soteriological character Afloroaiei, 2003, p. 17).  
not bring people apart, but rather bring them together, where cultural entities keep their specificity without resorting 
to Seguin, 1992, p. 75) or to idealistic syntheses and fantastic visions of the archaic 
knowledge. We may suggest an at least partial if not integral plea for an objective knowledge of the symbol, in an at 
least temporary renunciation to the integral vision of the mythological content.  
Our culture was constituted in a space where Europe was the center of cultural values, whereas today we exist as 
a culture in a space in which Europe is just  in a vast intercommunicative 
(Afloroaiei, 2003, p. 199). 
Even though the traditional stylistic structures are less functional in the context of the current modernity, they 
express the matrix, the specificity and the virtually seen as substances of culture, as a primary genetic skeleton, as a 
germinative structure which will give cultural specificity its corporeality. Perceived in their dynamics, archaic and 
traditional cultures can be analyzed as entities which can be perceived in the human cultural space as elements 
which phasize particularities, while others act in the sense of 
 (Levi-Strauss, 1982, p. 6), or it is precisely this type of dual structures which ensures 
their singularity, as a nucleus and as extension.  
The concrete historical context of cultural genesis defines the life of a people with its own standard of 
identification for values and attitudes, all of which are generated by a certain psychological structure, but also by an 
etno-mythological stratum which is ideatically connected to the traditional and even to the modern one.  
The symbol gradually loses its mythical significance and acquires a communicative (Prigogine, Stangers, 1984, 
p. 325- p. 147) - preponderantly semiotic dimension, tending towards 
semiotic-semantic expressions which communicate essentially rich contents. This vast and elaborate process 
ultimately ensure the passage from what is commonly referred to as archaic symbol towards the traditional symbol, 
where we find the same dominant support (the oppositions sacred  profane, magical  mythical) with a delimited 
existence which unfolds in a statically perceived time, but where the symbol is not a hybrid, totally abstract, absurd 
structure but has a logic and an epistemological status which is re-
 the 
traditional symbol.  
If traditional culture is based on change, in a cyclical, continuous time, then the historic time implies the 
concrete becoming, which manifests itself through accumulations, continuity, discontinuity, change, because this 
time is characteristic of a space which does not presupposes the human desire of acquiring immortality.  
Him, it is not an approach to immortality, whereas symbol has this capacity. Time presupposes a strictly empirical 
world, a world of successive experience and experiments. The symbol is a universe in which the world is created as 
creative divine power only as long as the human does not interfere and remains but a refraction less reflection of his 
dynamism; the symbol re-signifies this traditional world. Each traditional culture has its own temporality, dictated 
by the human structural specificity even in the situations when we consider that there is no history and that archaic 
perceived, both in terms of rhythm and particular specific evolution.  
Inside the archaic 
 
elements are articulated, mutually conditioned and they keep values synthesized in symbols. The peoples have their 
-semiotic and cultural registers, but 
 These few considerations may be 
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concluded in a paradigm of interferences between the symbolic specificity and the symbolic universe, as structures 
which coexist in history.  It is only within historical frames that one can account the creation of the cultural values 
and implicitly that of symbols which express human change at certain levels of logics. 
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Figure 1. Levels of the constitution of the symbol as expression of archaic and traditional, in an individual historic time and in a  global 
historic time. 
 
Traditional culture is constituted in an individual time and in individual history, differently perceived, which 
exists and acquires its values by rapport to the global historic time and global histories. Cultural diversification 
represent evolution regulating at the level of homo sapiens  (Gourhan, 1983, p. 208), this is 
the only way we can explain why the historical motivation of the diversities and unity of cultures is essential and 
real; this is where we discover the specific, singular, individual character of traditional cultures, but also the 
universal that they encompass. This unity is given by the synthetic structure itself of the general human by becoming 
more particular, one becomes more universal. People and their cultures exist in history; together they have parallel 
or interfering, singular or related destinies, all of them being articulated in history. Culture defines the place that 
each people has in their own history and in the global-universal history: 
 (Vianu, 1979, p. 300). The roots of the dual structure of the human 
 whose 
individuality is conferred by the very specificity of the paradigmatic structure, the contradictory structure of the 
symbol, full of oppositions: individual / general, particular / universal, whole / part, phenomenon / essence, unity / 
diversity, which bears human duality in its significance.  
The symbol has an antinomic structure and it presupposes a continuous opposition between: the archaic /modern, 
tradition / innovation, ideal / real, active / passive, intention / action, continuity / discontinuity, acceptance / denial, 
conjunction / disjunction, reflection / expression. According to these relationships, archaic and traditional symbols 
cannot be just mathematically summed up in order to realize the entire symbolic universe, to confer its deserved 
place in the semantic  semiotic space of hermeneutics. 
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The human is mitos and logos, he is specific logos, capable of building symbolic images, codes, finalized in 
exemplary symbols with multiple connotations and significances: gnoseological, logical, ontological, 
epistemological and axiological.  
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